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Birth:
Age:
Family status:
Citizenship:

18-01-80
38 years
Single
Danish

Data
Driver license:
Pilot license:
Medical:
Language proficiency:

Danish (B - standard)
EASA CPL, IR(ME), non-type rated
EASA Part-MED class 1
English and Danish, Level 6

Summary
In 2017 I decided for a career change and pursue a lifelong dream of becoming a commercial pilot. I have
completed basic flight training since 2017 and are now ready for type-rating on B737, A320 or similar. I
am open for self-sponsored (possibly bonding) contracts and open for opportunities in all of Europe. The
most important criteria for me is joining a company with culture for continuous learning and
improvement – basically a friendly workplace where questions are always welcome.

Flight experience
SE VFR/IFR hours:
ME VFR/IFR hours:

Total hours:
PIC hours:

297
120

June 2018
May 2018
April 2018
March 2018
2017 – 2018
November 2016
2014 – 2015

Flight training (modular)
Multi Engine class and instrument rating (IR(ME)), Billund Air Center A/S
Multi Crew Coordination Course (MCC), SKY4u Aviation Service GmbH
Commercial Pilot License (CPL), Flight4000 Aviation Academy
Instrument Rating (IR(SE)), Flight4000 Aviation Academy
ATPL theory, Flight4000 Aviation Academy
GEN radio certificate, English proficiency level 6, Flight4000 Aviation Academy
Private pilot license (PPL SEP(L)), Roskilde Flyveklub

•

•
•
•
•

185 / 76
4 / 32

Personal profile
Through more than 10 years of experience with development and maintenance of complex
software systems and interfaces, I have developed a natural cool headed and solutionoriented attitude. My signature is keeping calm when the pressure is high and the clock is
ticking to facilitate wise decisions – even when all options seem exhausted.
I am a strong communicator with many years of experience in bringing business owners and
technical experts together and create common understanding of problems.
I am a skilled trainer with years of experience in teaching in use and maintenance of complex
software applications – both on a professional and user level.
With my easy-going attitude I quickly build strong relations between myself, colleagues and
business partners. I tend to keep a slight professional distance that always allow me to act
professional and rational in all decisions.
My hands are working hands, and I am always willing to go the extra mile, help a colleague or
work flexible if necessary to achieve a common goal.
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Jul 2013 – Sep 2017

Feb 2007 - Jun 2013

Professional Career
Project & Application Specialist, Getinge Group
• Global project management on customer implementation
projects on the medical software product T-DOC for
sterile traceability and supply management in sterile
supply units and surgical units in hospitals using
PRINCE2 tools.
• Application specialist on the T-DOC product.
• Onsite implementation on projects world wide.
• Second line application support for global customers.
• Training instructor for both users and professionals.
• Responsible for data reporting solutions for T-DOC.
Solution Specialist/Architect, Adecco Group
• Release, change and problem management within the
Nordic business application portfolio following company
ITIL processes.
• Lead of technical design for the Bond Adapt system
during a Nordic 3 year implementation project working
onsite with development teams in Ukraine and U.K.
• Application and interface testing on various platforms
and applications.
• Second line application support for Nordic offices.
• Data reporting on internal systems.

Jan 2006 – Dec 2006 Technical supporter (part time), ISS Facility Services
• 1st and 2nd line technical support for DSL and VoIP
private customer products outsourced from Cybercity
A/S (today Telenor A/S).
Sep 2004 – Jan 2006

Freelance web developer (part time), BLEND A/S
• Development of Intranet solution and web based logistic
system for product complaints and rejected shipments.

Mar 2001 – Jul 2004

IT supporter, BLEND A/S
• Technical IT support to internal office users and external
international agents, salesmen and retailers.
• Workstation configuration, user management and
LAN/WLAN maintenance.
• Responsible for administration and development of webbased applications; Intranet and several logistic
databases.
• Data reporting in AS/400 applications.
• Contact to corporate IT office (BTX Group A/S).

References
Flight4000

Henrik Hvidtfelt

Phone: +45 40 14 40 07

Head of Training

Getinge Group

Kimberly Pegg

Phone: +1 (585) 208-8397

Senior Manager Customer Projects

Adecco Group

Cathrin Nordvik

Phone: +47 934 23 675

Head of Solution Delivery Management Nordics
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1997-2000

Educational background
International Project Management, International Business College
Computer Science, Copenhagen University, Department of Computer Science.
Courses completed and passed:
− Mathematics and Computation
− Linear Algebra
− Object oriented programming and design
− Functional programming
− Computer Architecture
− Operating Systems and Concurrent Programming
− Distribution and databases
− Computer networks
− Human-computer interaction
− Topics related to research and philosophy of science in computer science
− Introduction to distributed systems
− Document writing in software design and HCI
− IT law (Copenhagen Business School)
Vocational education in administration / IT at BLEND A/S and Aarhus Business College.
Single courses – bachelor of commerce,
Vejle Business College (Vejle) and International Business College (Kolding):
− Management & cooperation
− Business economics
− Business organisation
− Business sale and marketing
− IT & Communication
Upper secondary commercial diploma, HHX, Vejle Business College (Vejle).

2016
2015

Other training and certifications
Train the trainer, Getinge Group
PRINCE2 foundation, Ledernes Kompetancecenter

2012
2010

Agile PM with SCRUM, Learning Tree International
Foundation, ITIL v3, Learning Tree International

2009
2004- 2008

2001-2003
2002-2003

−
−

Languages
Danish (Scandinavian), native language.
English, speaking and writing fluently.

General activities and interests
My dream of flying started in Roskilde Flyveklub, which is a club with around 300 pilots, and I still spend
a good part of my time on activities in the club. Friends are of course important, and I try as often as I can
to have friends over for dinner or go out together for cultural events in the city. I make myself useful as a
volunteer in different organisations and associations when time allows.
Reading the newspaper in the morning is a morning ritual. Many among my friends including my brother
are journalists, so political affairs and business news are common subjects during dinners and social
events. Through my career until now travelling has been a great part of my life, and I have really enjoyed
it and made a lot of friends from all over the world. When I have a couple of hours available in Singapore,
Johannesburg or in Faroe Islands I never hesitate to get out and experience something or meet somebody
while I am there.
Every year I select a couple of marathons and triathlons to have a goal for the motivation of training and
keeping myself fit. I don’t like gyms but prefer outdoor activities such as running, biking, hiking and
swimming at the beach.
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